CHAMP® LUMINAIRES WITH OPTION S865 - ADDENDUM

Champ luminaires with Sealed Ex nR
Restricted Breathing Lamp Chamber and
Ex nA Non-Sparking Ballast Housing

Installation & Maintenance Information

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

INSTALLATION

VMV Champ Series luminaires with Option Suffix S865 are furnished with a sealed Ex nR Restricted Breathing lamp chamber and an Ex nA Non-sparking ballast housing. Sealing off luminaire conduit/cable entries IS NOT REQUIRED when installing.

INSTALLING GLOBE (AND GUARD, IF USED)

For ease of assembly and to insure a tight seal, prior to installing the globe and guard (if used), apply a light coating of Cooper Crouse-Hinds thread lubricant type HTL to the globe and guard threads and the top of the thread area that makes contact with the globe gasket.

⚠️ CAUTION

To maintain restricted breathing properties, globe (and guard, if used) must be properly seated against the globe gasket.

Carefully thread the globe and guard into the luminaire housing until contact is made with the globe gasket. Complete the globe and guard installation by hand tightening an additional ¼ turn.

All statements, technical information and recommendations contained herein are based on information and tests we believe to be reliable. The accuracy or completeness thereof are not guaranteed. In accordance with Crouse-Hinds “Terms and Conditions of Sale”, and since conditions of use are outside our control, the purchaser should determine the suitability of the product for his intended use and assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.